
Snowflake Splendour
By Debi Montgomery

Clue 3

This week we are going to cut some big pieces… We are also going to cut our only “blank 
space” in this quilt. You can use this blank space however you want. You can fussy cut, 
embroider, or whatever you want in this square. Just have fun with it.


Once your 13-1/4” squares are cut, lay one dark and one light RST and cut on both 
diagonals.


Sew these together on a short side but stay uniform with the side you choose to sew. You 
will have a two coloured triangle now:


Lap Twin Queen King

13-1/4” strips each colour 2 3 4 6

DARK 13-1/4” squares 6 9 12 16

LIGHT 13-1/4” squares 6 9 12 16

Triangle units today: 24 36 48 64

DARK 4-1/2” strips 1 2 2 3

-DARK 4-1/2” squares 9 12 16 20

LIGHT 4-1/2” strips 1 1 1 2

-LIGHT 4-1/2” squares 4 6 9 12



Once these are cut and sewn, please cut the 4-1/2” squares in the dark and light listed 
above. You can be creative with this blank space in your quilt. Have fun and please share 
what you are thinking of doing in these squares. Set these aside once you’ve finished with 
your choice of creativity, we will use them in a later clue.


Tip for today:

Well, not really a tip, just want to know what you think of those true grip things you can 
apply to the back side of your rulers to grip the fabric better. Some love them, some hate 
them…what say you??


Also, stream or dry iron? I use steam, I like the crispness of the line I am pressing. But 
you have to press not iron this way. If you steam and slide, you could “wonky” your seam. 
Although, I have learned to use steam and slide the iron over the seam when pressing to 
the dark side (usually!!). 


